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The Sherlock Holmes Book, the latest in DK's
award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series,
tackles the most "elementary" of subjects--the
world of Sherlock Holmes, as told by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. The Sherlock Holmes Book is
packed with witty illustrations, clear graphics, and
memorable quotes that make it the perfect
Sherlock Holmes guide, covering every case of
the world's greatest detective, from A Study in
Scarlet to The Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place,
placing the sorties in a wider context. Stories
include at-a-glance flowcharts that show how
Holmes reaches his conclusions through
deductive reasoning, and character guides
provide handy reference for readers and an
invaluable resource for fans of the Sherlock
Holmes films and TV series. The Sherlock Holmes
Book holds a magnifying glass to the world of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's legendary detective.
A Collection of novels and short stories: 1. A
Study in Scarlet is an 1887 detective novel by
British author Arthur Conan Doyle. Written in
1886, the story marks the first appearance of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, who would
become two of the most famous characters in
popular fiction. The book's title derives from a
speech given by Holmes, an amateur detective,
to his friend and chronicler Watson on the nature
of his work, in which he describes the story's
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murder investigation as his "study in scarlet":
"There's the scarlet thread of murder running
through the colourless skein of life, and our duty
is to unravel it, and isolate it, and expose every
inch of it. 2. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is
a collection of twelve short stories by Arthur
Conan Doyle, featuring his fictional detective
Sherlock Holmes. It was first published on 14
October 1892; the individual stories had been
serialised in The Strand Magazine between June
1891 and July 1892. The stories are not in
chronological order, and the only characters
common to all twelve are Holmes and Dr. Watson.
The stories are related in first-person narrative
from Watson's point of view. 3. The Sign of the
Four (1890) is the second novel featuring
Sherlock Holmes written by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Doyle wrote four novels and 56 stories
starring the fictional detective. 4. The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes is a collection of Sherlock
Holmes stories. 5. The Hound of the Baskervilles
is the third of the crime novels written by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle featuring the detective
Sherlock Holmes. Originally serialised in The
Strand Magazine from August 1901 to April 1902,
it is set largely on Dartmoor in Devon in England's
West Country and tells the story of an attempted
murder inspired by the legend of a fearsome,
diabolical hound of supernatural origin. Sherlock
Holmes and his companion Dr. Watson
investigate the case. This was the first
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appearance of Holmes since his apparent death in
"The Final Problem", and the success of The
Hound of the Baskervilles led to the character's
eventual revival.
Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Novels and
Stories contains, in two volumes, all fifty-six short
stories and four novels featuring Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s world-famous detective. Volume II
contains the fourth of the Sherlock Holmes
novels, The Valley of Fear, in which Holmes
memorably faces his malignant archenemy,
Professor Moriarty. The short stories collected
here include such celebrated gems as "The
Adventure of Wisteria Lodge," "The Adventure of
the Red Circle," "The Adventure of the Devil's
Foot," "The Adventure of the Sussex Vampire,"
and "His Last Bow: The War Service of Sherlock
Holmes." With the stories from the final
collection, The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes,
published in 1927, this volume carries the
venerable detective through to the very end of
his enthralling four-decade career as one of the
most beloved characters in literature.
Presents the four novels and fifty-six short stories
which comprise the entire Sherlock Holmes saga
The Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur
Conan Doyle
A Study Guide to Sherlock Holmes, Volume 1
The Originals: Sherlock Holmes Vol 1
The Complete Sherlock Holmes
The Case of the Missing Marquess
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The extraordinary adventures of the world-famous detective
Sherlock Holmes, as faithfully recounted by his comrade, Dr.
Watson, have captivated readers of all ages for over a century.
The stories' blend of heartpounding, fast-paced action and mindboggling deductive reasoning is as riveting today as it was when
first published. This deluxe illustrated edition contains Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's first twelve stories and includes such famous cases
as "The Red-headed League," in which Holmes uncovers a wellconcealed, devilishly clever criminal plot; "The Adventure of the
Blue Carbuncle," in which Holmes must trap a jewel thief--with
astonishing results; "The Adventure of the Speckled Band," in
which Holmes and Watson find themselves dealing with treachery,
violence, and deadly snakes; and nine more equally thrilling and
puzzling mysteries. Magnificently illustrated with twelve powerful
watercolors by award-winning artist Barry Moser, The Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes features the complete text of the original
collection of Doyle's short stories and is an ideal introduction to
the fascinating world of this mesmerizing detective.
Presenting three captivating mysteries of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved sleuth, Sherlock Holmes, in the first-ever Omnibus
collecting his comic book adventures! From young Holmes' first
encounter with Dr. John Watson, to the detective's role reversal as
a suspect for murder, to a rash of Liverpool killings seemingly
committed by a supernatural entity, the finest whodunnits in the
Dynamite Entertainment library begin with this very volume!
Collects the complete "Trial of Sherlock Holmes", "Year One",
and "Liverpool Demon" storylines.
Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle, DL (1859-1930) was a Scottish
physician and writer, most noted for his stories about the detective
Sherlock Holmes, which are generally considered a major
innovation in the field of crime fiction, and for the adventures of
Professor Challenger. He was a prolific writer whose other works
include science fiction stories, historical novels, plays and
romances, poetry, and non-fiction.
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The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, a collection of 12 Sherlock
Holmes tales, previously published in The Strand Magazine,
written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and published in 1892.
The Novels, the Adventures and the Memoirs
1881 to 1889
The Ionian Mission (Vol. Book 8) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
Sherlock Holmes Vol. 1 Omnibus
Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Novels and Stories, Volume II

Sherlock Holmes: The Hero With a Thousand Faces
ambitiously takes on the task of explaining the continued
popularity of Arthur Conan Doyle's famous detective over
the course of three centuries. In plays, films, TV shows,
and other media, one generation after another has
reimagined Holmes as a romantic hero, action hero,
gentleman hero, recovering drug addict, weeping social
crusader, high-functioning sociopath, and so on. In
essence, Sherlock Holmes has become the blank slate
upon which we write the heroic formula that best suits
our time and place. Volume One looks at the social and
cultural environment in which Sherlock Holmes came to
fame. Victorian novelists like Anthony Trollope and
William Thackeray had pointedly written "novels without
a hero," because in their minds any well-ordered and
well-mannered society would have no need for heroes or
heroic behavior. Unfortunately, this was at odds with a
reality in which criminals like Jack the Ripper stalked the
streets and people didn't trust the police, who were
generally regarded as corrupt and incompetent. Into this
gap stepped the world's first consulting detective, an
amateur reasoner of some repute by the name of
Sherlock Holmes, who shot to fame in the pages of The
Strand Magazine in 1891.
When Conan Doyle
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proceeded to kill Holmes off in 1893, it was American
playwright, director, and actor William Gillette who
brought the character back to life in his 1899 play
Sherlock Holmes, creating a sensation on both sides of
the Atlantic with his romantic version of Holmes, and
cementing his place as the definitive Sherlock Holmes
until the late 1930s. By that point, Sherlock Holmes had
developed a cult following who facetiously maintained
that Holmes was a real person, formed clubs like The
Baker Street Irregulars, and introduced the idea of
cosplay to the embryonic world of fandom. These welleducated fanboys subsequently became the selfassigned protectors of Sherlock Holmes, anxious that
their version of the character not be besmirched or
defamed in any way. In spite of this, there was
considerable besmirching and defaming to be seen in
the early silent films featuring Sherlock Holmes, which
effectively turned him into an action hero due to the lack
of sound. When sound films took the industry by storm in
the late 1920s, there were a numbers of pretenders who
reached for the Sherlock Holmes crown, including Clive
Brook, Reginald Owen, and Raymond Massey, but it
took more than a decade before a new definitive
Sherlock Holmes would be crowned in 1939 in the
person of Basil Rathbone.
.0000000000These fifteen short stories, chosen by David
Stuart Davies, former Editor of Sherlock magazine, show
the master detective Sherlock Holmes at his most
ingenious. Faithfully supported by his chronicler, Dr
Watson, Holmes pits his wits against 'the Napoleon of
Crime', Professor Moriarty, assists European royalty
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threatened by disgrace, helps to solve the mysterious
death of a young woman due to be married, and
becomes involved with other intrigues that defeat the
detectives of Scotland Yard. The original illustrations
from The Strand magazine by Sidney Paget accompany
each story.
The first book in a witty, suspenseful new series about a
brilliant new crime-solving duo: the teen descendants of
Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. This clever pageturner will appeal to fans of Maureen Johnson and Ally
Carter. Jamie Watson has always been intrigued by
Charlotte Holmes; after all, their great-great-greatgrandfathers are one of the most infamous pairs in
history. But the Holmes family has always been odd, and
Charlotte is no exception. She’s inherited Sherlock’s
volatility and some of his vices—and when Jamie and
Charlotte end up at the same Connecticut boarding
school, Charlotte makes it clear she’s not looking for
friends. But when a student they both have a history with
dies under suspicious circumstances, ripped straight
from the most terrifying of the Sherlock Holmes stories,
Jamie can no longer afford to keep his distance. Danger
is mounting and nowhere is safe—and the only people
they can trust are each other.
He's rude, arrogant, cold, unfriendly, and easily bored.
But nobody minds, because Sherlock Holmes is a genius
at solving mysteries. This collection of some of Holmes's
most intriguing cases includes unabridged tales of
blackmail, lost fortunes, and, of course, murder.
An Enola Holmes Mystery
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
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A Sherlock Holmes Novel
Great Detective Sherlock Holmes
The Further Chronicles of Sherlock Holmes - Volume 1

From the curious clauses in a miser's
will, to a plea for help on a tiny
scrap of paper, these six cases, from
the early years of Holmes's career in
the 1880s, present a singular
collection of mysteries for the world's
first consulting detective to resolve.
What is the significance of the arrival
in the post one morning of a cardboard
packet of children's bricks? Who is the
man found dying in a deserted warehouse
in London's East End, and what is he
doing there? Why have the names of a
couple of young honeymooners been
removed from a hotel register? Sherlock
Holmes must find the answers to these
and many other puzzling questions if he
is to bring these cases to a successful
conclusion. In this new collection of
Sherlock Holmes short stories, wellknown author, Denis O. Smith,
accurately recreates once more both the
atmosphere and the excitement of Conan
Doyle's well-loved original Holmes
tales.
Happily find the famous detective
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Sherlock Holmes and his faithful friend
Doctor Watson. This edition (volume 1 &
2) includes all of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's work: four novels and 56 short
stories! In this volume 2 novels (A
Study In Scarlet, The Sign of the Four)
and 29 short stories (The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes, The Return of Sherlock
Holmes - first part). More than 800
pages of reading !
A stunning gift edition boasting the
early tales of Sherlock Holmes,
including two short story collections.
This fourth and final volume concludes
the exciting adventures of the world's
most famous pipe-smoking detective,
Sherlock Holmes, collecting works
written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Included are the short story
collections His Last Bow: Some Later
Reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes (1917)
and The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes
(1927), making this an indispensable
classic for every library. This
elegantly designed edition features a
new introduction by Douglas Elliott.
The Knickerbocker Classics bring
together the works of classic authors
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from around the world in stunning gift
editions to be collected and enjoyed.
Complete and unabridged, these
elegantly designed cloth-bound
hardcovers feature a slipcase and
ribbon marker, as well as a
comprehensive introduction providing
the reader with enlightening
information on the author's life and
works.
Since his first appearance in Beeton's
Christmas Annual in 1887, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes has been
one of the most beloved fictional
characters ever created. Now, in two
volumes, this new Bantam edition
presents all 56 short stories and 4
novels featuring Conan Doyle's classic
hero -- a truly complete collection now
available in paperback! Volume I
includes the early novel, A Study In
Scarlet, that introduced the eccentric
genius of Sherlock Holmes to the world.
This baffling murder mystery, with the
cryptic word Rache written in blood,
first brought Homes together with Dr.
John Watson. Next, The Sign Of Four
presents Holmes's famous "seven percent
solution" and the strange puzzle of
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Marry Mortson in the quintessential
locked room mystery. Also included are
Holme's feats of extraordinary
detection in such famous cases such as
the chilling Adventure Of The Specked
Band, the baffling riddle of The
Musgrave Ritual, and the ingeniously
plotted The Five Orange Pips, tales
that bring to life a Victorian England
of horse-drawn cabs, fogs, and the
famous lodgings at 221B Baker Street,
where Sherlock Holmes earned his
reputation as the greatest fictional
detective of all time.
Volume 1
Hidden Threads in Sherlock Holmes
Volume 1
Book 1: A Study in Scarlet - Book 2:
The Sign of Four - Book 3: The Hound of
the Baskervilles - Book 4: The Valley
of Fear - Annotated Original Edition
The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes
The House of Silk
At the age of ten in the mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock Holmes, and from that point, he
knew that the original 60 Canonical adventures would never
be enough. This, coupled with his life-long desire to write,
meant that eventually he would find a way to add new stories
to The Great Holmes Tapestry. The years passed, and David
collected, read, and chronologicized literally thousands of
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traditional Canonical Sherlockian pastiches. Then, in 2008,
with time on his hands while laid off from his civil engineering
job during the Great Recession, David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box, producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book collection before he eventually
decided to share them with others. That first collection was
initially published by a small press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian publisher, MX Publishing - and
after that, there was no turning back. Since then, in addition
to editing over 60 volumes (most of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are being collected - along with a few
others that haven’t been seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of David’s Holmesian stories so far, with additional adventures to be collected and
published as part of this ongoing series in 2022. Join us as
we return to Baker Street and discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock Holmes, the man described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as “the best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known.” The game is afoot! Volume I - Tales (9
Short Stories and a Novel) The Papers of Sherlock Holmes (9
Short Stories) The Adventure of the Least Winning Woman
The Adventure of the Treacherous Tea The Singular Affair at
Sissinghurst Castle The Adventure of the Second Chance
The Haunting of Sutton House The Adventure of the Missing
Missing Link The Affair of The Brother’s Request The
Adventure of the Madman’s Ceremony The Adventure of the
Other Brother and Sherlock Holmes and A Quantity of Debt
(A Novel)
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
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artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Thrilling crime-solving exploits of Holmes and Dr. Watson in a
collection of adventure classics: "The Red-Headed League,"
"A Scandal in Bohemia," "The Final Problem," and 5 others.
Sherlock co-creators Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss present
their all-time favorite Sherlock Holmes adventures. The hit
BBC series Sherlock has introduced a whole new generation
of fans to Arthur Conan Doyle’s legendary detective. In this
unique collection, Sherlock co-creators Steven Moffat and
Mark Gatiss have selected their all-time favorite Sherlock
Holmes adventures. Each of these nineteen tales, from
Sherlock’s first appearance in A Study in Scarlet to the late
classic The Dying Detective, is a potent mix of murder,
suspense, cryptic clues, red herrings, and revenge—a groundbreaking combination of forensic science and bold
storytelling. Sherlock Holmes established new rules for what
a fictional hero could be, and provided a template for
detective stories we still follow today. This beautifully
designed collection is the perfect introduction to the world of
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Sherlock Holmes and the ultimate gift for fans of the show it
inspired.
A Study in Charlotte
A Florilegium of Sherlockian Adventures in Multiple Volumes
Sherlock Holmes
A Study in Scarlet - The Complete Sherlock Holmes Volume
1
The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Short
Stories: The Return of Sherlock Holmes, His Last Bow and
The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes (Vol. 2) (The Annotated
Books)

Old Mr. Scott was murdered on the eve of
his birthday, and the only clue the police
have are two words written in blood:
Phantom Cry. What could this mean? Mr.
Scott's grandson, Kirk, turns to Sherlock
Holmes to solve this mysterious crime. Can
Sherlock Holmes outwit the perpetrator, or
will he fall to the schemes of the
criminal?
Part One of a record breaking three-volume
collection, bringing together over sixty
of the world’s leading Sherlock Holmes
authors. All the stories are traditional
Sherlock Holmes pastiches. This volume
covers the years from 1881 to 1889,
including contributions from:John Hall,
Hugh Ashton, Adrian Middleton, David
Marcum, Jayantika Ganguly, Denis O. Smith,
Amy Thomas, Kevin David Barratt, Luke
Benjamen Kuhns, Summer Perkins, Deanna
Baran, Shane Simmons, C.H. Dye, Mark
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Mower, Derrick Belanger , Daniel D.
Victor, Steve Mountain, Stephen Wade, John
Heywood, Will Thomas, Daniel McGachey,
Martin Rosenstock, Craig Janacek, (and a
poem from Michael Kurland). The authors
are donating all the royalties from the
collection to preservation projects at Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle’s former home,
Undershaw.
Sherlock Holmes is truly a 'Man for All
seasons', his image has been worked and reworked for over a century now, and the
Holmes of 1887 is not the Holmes of Today.
In his multi-volume collection, we will
show how different illustrators have
visualised Holmes and the other characters
who appeared in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
works. Later volumes will celebrate Holmes
in non-Canon stories as illustrators and
authors put Holmes in other stories, but
more of that later. This volume is not
going to be very diverse, it is true to
say that one person dominates. While it is
true that there are illustrations by
Charles Altamont Doyle, David Henry
Friston, James Grieg and Walter Stanley
Paget as well as all those images that
appeared in the Bristol Observer, the
majority of this book is going to be
filled by one person, namely Sidney Paget.
Just as nine tenths of an iceberg lies
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under the water, This book is 52/59's
Sidney Paget, so if like me, you are an
admirer of his work, you are in for a
treat as every Sidney Paget Sherlock
Holmes Image is here. If you don't like
his work, skip this book and wait for
later volumes, - You have been warned, but
for many Sidney Paget's drawings of Holmes
have the atmosphere of the period. The Fog
filled labyrinth of London, the desolation
of Dartmoor, and perhaps his most famous
illustration as Holmes and Moriarty fight
to the death at the top of the Reichenbach
Falls. The contents of this book may have
moved during transit, so care must be
taken when opening this book. What is to
be found within? - Four images by David
Henry Friston for Beeton's Christmas
Annual where Sherlock Holmes is seen for
the first time with magnifying glass and
long sideburns in the story 'A Study in
Scarlet'. - We have images from two
stories that appeared in 'The Bristol
Observer', namely, 'The Sign of Four' then
strangely later they did 'A Study in
Scarlet'. - We also have James Greig and
his two single drawings for 'A Study in
Scarlet' in 1895 and then again 1896. Six illustrations by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's father Charles Altamont Doyle for
the 1888 'A Study in Scarlet' and finally
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- Four images by Sidney's younger Brother
Walter Paget of 'The adventure of the
dying Detective' in the Strand Magazine
1913. After that it's back to back Sidney,
starting with 'A scandal in Bohemia' and
ending with 'The adventure of the Second
Stain.' WARNING: Parts of this book
contain large amounts of Sidney Paget, if
you are a sufferer of Pagetitus or a
Pagetphobic, please do not buy this book.
If you are a Pagetphile however, you may
safety indulge yourself.
In 1893, Dr. Watson and Conan Doyle
published what they believed was the last
Sherlock Holmes story, "The Final
Problem". The world was stunned, and The
Strand Magazine rushed to fill the vacuum.
Readers were soon introduced to a new
detective, Martin Hewitt, as presented by
Arthur Morrison. Although initially
different than Holmes, Hewitt also showed
a number of interesting similarities as
well... For many years, Martin Hewitt has
been mostly forgotten, except in some
Sherlockian circles, where it has long
been theorized that he was a young Mycroft
Holmes. However, recent evidence has come
to light that Hewitt's adventures were in fact - cases undertaken by a young
Sherlock Holmes when he lived in Montague
Street, several years before he would take
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up his legendary rooms in Baker Street
with Watson. These volumes are the
Complete Martin Hewitt Stories, taking
Arthur Morrison's original publications
and presenting them as Sherlock Holmes
adventures. If you are a fan of Holmes,
enjoy! And by all means, seek out the
original Hewitt stories and enjoy them as
well. The Game is afoot!
The MX Book of New Sherlock Holmes Stories
Part I
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes: The sign of the four. The
adventure of the blue carbuncle. The
adventure of the speckled band
The Best of Sherlock Holmes
Big Ideas Simply Explained
The Complete Novels and Stories

Ordered home by dispatch vessel, Jack
Aubrey and Stephen Maturin find their
ship pursued by two privateers through
the fog of the Grand Banks
For the first time in its one-hundredand-twenty-five-year history, the
Arthur Conan Doyle Estate has
authorized a new Sherlock Holmes novel.
Once again, The Game's Afoot... London,
1890. 221B Baker St. A fine art dealer
named Edmund Carstairs visits Sherlock
Holmes and Dr John Watson to beg for
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their help. He is being menaced by a
strange man in a flat cap - a wanted
criminal who seems to have followed him
all the way from America. In the days
that follow, his home is robbed, his
family is threatened. And then the
first murder takes place. Almost
unwillingly, Holmes and Watson find
themselves being drawn ever deeper into
an international conspiracy connected
to the teeming criminal underworld of
Boston, the gaslit streets of London,
opium dens and much, much more. And as
they dig, they begin to hear the
whispered phrase-the House of Silk-a
mysterious entity that connects the
highest levels of government to the
deepest depths of criminality. Holmes
begins to fear that he has uncovered a
conspiracy that threatens to tear apart
the very fabric of society. The Arthur
Conan Doyle Estate chose the
celebrated, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Anthony Horowitz to
write The House of Silk because of his
proven ability to tell a transfixing
story and for his passion for all
things Holmes. Destined to become an
instant classic, The House of Silk
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brings Sherlock Holmes back with all
the nuance, pacing, and almost
superhuman powers of analysis and
deduction that made him the world's
greatest detective, in a case depicting
events too shocking, too monstrous to
ever appear in print...until now.
Enola Holmes, much younger sister of
detective Sherlock Holmes, must travel
to London in disguise to unravel the
disappearance of her missing mother.
221B Baker Street. The most beloved
fictional detective is in pursuit of
the absolute truth. Dr. Watson, his
sidekick and biographer, cannot help
but marvel at his friend's impeccable
logic and scientific acumen in
unravelling the mysteries of crimes
that have besieged London. What Holmes
thinks elementary, Watson finds
extraordinary. Victorian England is
resurrected as we follow Holmes and
Watson in their adventures. Sherlock
Holmes: The Complete Novels & Stories 1
& 2 promise an enchanting world of the
most baffling and uncanny mysteries
ever told. Most of these stories first
appeared in Strand Magazine and were
later published as a collection in
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1892. The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes,
The Return of Sherlock Holmes and The
Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes add value
to this keepsake edition of Sherlock
Holmes: The Complete Novels & Stories 1
& 2. A delightful companion for all
crime fiction fanatics!
Sherlock Holmes Complete Edition of the
Four Novels
Favorite Sherlock Holmes Detective
Stories
the complete long stories
Volume 1 (of 2)
Sherlock Holmes: Volume 1 is a great introduction to
the world's most famous pipe-smoking detective,
Holmes himself. Experience two complete novels
and two collections of short stories now! Sherlock
Holmes, Volume 1 is a great introduction to the
series which features the early works written by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Included are the novels A Study
in Scarlet (1887) and The Sign of the Four (1890)
and the short story collections The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes (1891-1892) and The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes (1892-1893). From his home at
221B Baker Street in London, the legendary
Sherlock Holmes, accompanied by his loyal
companion and chronicler, Dr. Watson, employs his
mastery of deductive reasoning and expert sleuthing
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to solve an arraying of complex and harrowing
cases, baffling the police and becoming
internationally renowned for his remarkable
observations and even more eccentric habits.
Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed,
clothbound edition features an elastic closure and a
new introduction by Roger Boylan. See the world's
greatest detective in action! The Knickerbocker
Classics bring together the works of classic authors
from around the world in stunning gift editions to be
collected and enjoyed. Complete and unabridged,
these elegantly designed cloth-bound hardcovers
feature a slipcase and ribbon marker, as well as a
comprehensive introduction providing the reader with
enlightening information on the author's life and
works.
Simplified Chinese edition of A Study in Scarlet - The
Complete Sherlock Holmes volume 1 by Arthur
Conan Doyle. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Sherlock Holmes: Volume 1Race Point Publishing
"O'Brian is one author who can put a spark of
character into the sawdust of time, and The Ionian
Mission is another rattling good yarn." —Stephen
Vaughan, The Observer Jack Aubrey and Stephen
Maturin, veterans now of many battles, return in this
novel to the seas where they first sailed as
shipmates. But Jack is now a senior captain
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commanding a line-of-battle ship in the Royal Navy's
blockade of Toulon, and this is a longer, harder,
colder war than the dashing frigate actions of his
early days. A sudden turn of events takes him and
Stephen off on a hazardous mission to the Greek
Islands, where all his old skills of seamanship and
his proverbial luck when fighting against odds come
triumphantly into their own.
Sherlock Holmes: Volume 4
A Study in Scarlet and Other Stories
Sherlock Holmes - A Study in Illustrations - Volume 1
The Surgeon's Mate
The Collected Papers of Sherlock Holmes - Volume
1
"First published as a World's classics paperback, 1994.
Reissued as an Oxford world's classics paperback,
1999."--T.p. verso.
Classic short stories of Sherlock Holmes now available
in a separate, attractively priced individual volume.
The publication of Leslie S. Klinger's brilliant new
annotations of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's classic
Holmes short stories in 2004 created a Holmes
sensation. Available again in an attractively-priced
edition identical to the first, except this edition has no
outer slipcase (Volume One is available separately).
Inside, readers will find all the short stories from The
Return of Sherlock Holmes, His Last Bow and The
Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes, with a cornucopia of
insights: beginners will benefit from Klinger's
insightful biographies of Holmes, Watson, and Conan
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Doyle; history lovers will revel in the wealth of
Victorian literary and cultural details; Sherlockian
fanatics will puzzle over tantalizing new theories; art
lovers will thrill to the 450-plus illustrations, which
make this the most lavishly illustrated edition of the
Holmes tales ever produced. The New Annotated
Sherlock Holmes illuminates the timeless genius of
Arthur Conan Doyle for an entirely new generation of
readers.
The Complete Sherlock Holmes, Volume I Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, is part of the Barnes & Noble Classics
series, which offers quality editions at affordable
prices to the student and the general reader, including
new scholarship, thoughtful design, and pages of
carefully crafted extras. Here are some of the
remarkable features of Barnes & Noble Classics -New
introductions commissioned from today''s top writers
and scholars -Chronologies of contemporary historical,
biographical, and cultural events -Selective
discussions of imitations, parodies, poems, books,
plays, paintings, operas, statuary, and films inspired
by the work -Comments by other famous authors
-Study questions to challenge the reader''s viewpoints
and expectations -Bibliographies for further reading
-Indices & Glossaries, when appropriate All editions
are beautifully designed and are printed to superior
specifications; some include illustrations of historical
interest. Barnes & Noble Classicspulls together a
constellation of influences--biographical, historical,
and literary--to enrich each reader''s understanding of
these enduring works. The Complete Sherlock Holmes
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comprises four novels and fifty-six short stories
revolving around the world''s most popular and
influential fictional detective--the eccentric, arrogant,
and ingenious Sherlock Holmes. He and his trusted
friend, Dr. Watson, step from Holmes''s comfortable
quarters at 221b Baker Street into the swirling fog of
Victorian London to exercise that unique combination
of detailed observation, vast knowledge, and brilliant
deduction. Inevitably, Holmes rescues the innocent,
confounds the guilty, and solves the most perplexing
puzzles known to literature. The Complete Sherlock
Holme starts with Holmes's first appearance, A Study
in Scarle, a chilling murder novel complete with
bloodstained walls and cryptic clues, followed by the
bafflingThe Sign of Four, which introduces Holmes's
cocaine problem and Watson's future wife. The story
collections The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes feature such
renowned tales as "A Scandal in Bohemia," "The RedHeaded League," and "The Musgrave Ritual." Tired of
writing stories about Holmes, his creator,Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, killed him off at the end of "The Final
Problem," the last tale in The Memoirs. But the public
outcry was so great that eight years later he published
the masterful The Hound of the Baskervilles, which
supposedly takes place before Holmes's death. The
separate Volume II of The Complete Sherlock Holmes
collects the remaining accounts of Holmes''s exploits,
including "The Adventure of the Empty House," which
reveals the elaborate circumstances behind Holmes''s
literary resurrection. Kyle Freeman, a Sherlock
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Holmes enthusiast for many years, earned two
graduate degrees in English literature from Columbia
University, where his major was twentieth-century
British literature.
This complete and original edition brings together the
four novels of Arthur Conan Doyle from the " Sherlock
Holmes " series: Volume 1 (1887): A Study in Scarlet A
Study in Scarlet is a detective mystery novel written
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, which was first published
in 1887. It is the first story to feature the character of
Sherlock Holmes, who would later become one of the
most famous and iconic literary detective characters,
with long-lasting interest and appeal. Volume 2 (1890):
The Sign of Four First published in 1890, The Sign of
Four is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's second book starring
legendary detective Sherlock Holmes. The story is
complex, involving a secret between four ex-cons from
India and a hidden treasure. More complex than the
first Holmes novel, The Sign of Four also introduces
the detective's drug habit and leaves breadcrumbs for
the reader that lead toward the final resolution.
Volume 3 (1902): The hound of the Baskervilles The
rich landowner Sir Charles Baskerville is found dead in
the park of his manor surrounded by the grim moor of
Dartmoor, in the county of Devon. His death seems to
have been caused by a heart attack, but the victim's
best friend, Dr. Mortimer, is convinced that the strike
was due to a supernatural creature, which haunts the
moor in the shape of an enormous hound, with blazing
eyes and jaws. Volume 4 (1915): The valley of fear The
plot of the novel is based very loosely on the real-life
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activities of the Molly Maguires and, particularly, of
Pinkerton agent James McParland. The novel is
divided into two parts: in the first, Holmes investigates
an apparent murder and discovers that the body
belongs to another man; and in the second, the story
of the man originally thought to have been the victim
is told. About Doyle Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle,
DL (22 May 1859 - 7 July 1930) was a Scottish author
most noted for his stories about the detective Sherlock
Holmes, which are generally considered a major
innovation in the field of crime fiction, and the
adventures of Professor Challenger. He was a prolific
writer whose other works include science fiction
stories, historical novels, plays and romances, poetry,
and non-fiction. Discover the famous detective's
investigations in just one book !
The Sherlock Holmes Book
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes in Montague Street - Volume 1
Sherlock: The Essential Arthur Conan Doyle
Adventures
Sherlock Holmes: The Hero With a Thousand Faces
Hidden Threads in Sherlock Holmes is a fresh
approach to the Sherlock Holmes mysteries.
Arthur Conan Doyle hid scores of topics in the
Sherlock Holmes short stories on subjects as
diverse as arsenic and gorse wine, laughing gas
and depression. Wanting to offer something for
everyone, he added a layer of sports, everything
from billiards to Test cricket. Each mystery is a
puzzle to be unraveled. Hidden Threads is sure to
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delight dedicated enthusiasts as well as readers
new to the stories. Discover the concealed
richness in stories we thought we knew. "...of
course, in America they look upon these things in
a different way." "The Adventure of the Noble
Bachelor"
Sherlock Holmes - Complete Works - Volume 1/2
A Study In Scarlet, The Sign of the Four, The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes, The Return of Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes: Volume 1
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, Volume 1
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